
Reading-Language Arts
Grade 6
4th Nine Weeks  

Student Learning Targets
● I can identify the purpose and intended audience of an essay.
● I can analyze characteristics and structural elements of informational text.
● I can identify key pieces of information from written text
● I can annotate, paraphrase, summarize, and use text evidence to understand the text
● I can locate and use context clues to determine word meaning that supports my interpretation of text.
● I can use text structure to organize and develop my writing.  
● I can craft a thesis and support it with details and evidence. 
● I can draft, revise, and edit routinely in a digital writer’s notebook and while writing informational texts, emulating the author's moves.

Questions to Check for Unit Understanding
● What key details and transitions strengthen my essay?
● How does word choice affect the overall message of my essay?
● How does receiving information in multiple modes affect a reader?

Key Academic Vocabulary
● Summarize: a brief statement of the main points of a text
● Paraphrase: rephrasing text or speech into your own words without changing the meaning
● Thesis: the central idea of the text
● Synthesize: to combine understanding of a topic into new understanding
● Coherence: Details or key ideas support the thesis; cohesive essay  
● Clarity: ability to clearly state key ideas that support a thesis 

Student Learning Targets
● I can describe how an author uses print and graphic features to communicate a specific purpose.
● I can identify all text genres through their organizations patterns. 
● I can infer the author’s purpose and analyze characteristics of the author’s moves 
● I can annotate, paraphrase, summarize, and use text evidence to understand the text
● I can locate and use context clues to determine word meaning that supports my interpretation of text.
● I can synthesize and use new information to interpret, compare and contrast texts. 
● I can recognize the big idea by analyzing the author's craft in a piece of text.
● I can make connections (to self, to other texts, to the world) to further my understanding of the text

Questions to Check for Unit Understanding
● What connections can I make to my own life, within and across texts, and to the world I live in?
● How does word choice and figurative language creates a similar understanding of the text’s emotions and a reaction in the reader in two texts?
● How does receiving information in multiple modes affect a reader?

Key Academic Vocabulary
● Synthesize: taking inferences and applying them to create new meaning beyond the text(s)  
● Generalize: taking inferences and making broad or general statements or ideas

Student Learning Targets
● I can generate questions before, during, and after reading a text to deepen my understanding
● I can annotate, paraphrase, summarize, and use text evidence to understand the text
● I can locate and use context clues to determine word meaning that supports my interpretation of text.
● I can make connections (to self, to other texts, to the world) to further my understanding of the text
● I can cite evidence from the text to support my claim/theme
● I can synthesize new information across multiple texts by drawing conclusions about key ideas and organizational structure
● I can draft, revise, and edit routinely in a digital writer’s notebook and during essay writing
● I can use independent reading of my own self-selected texts to improve my reading skills.

Questions to Check for Unit Understanding
● What author craft moves do authors use to communicate informational texts?
● How does the author use author’s craft to influence and communicate meaning?
● What steps should I take to select a research topic and purpose?

Key Academic Vocabulary
● Evidence-  specific details or facts that support an inference or idea
● Synthesize: to combine understanding of a topic into new understanding
● Evaluate: to judge or determine the significance, worth, or quality of something

This academic overview can be used to monitor and support your child’s at-home learning progress
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